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Abstract 11 
Tungsten isotopes provide important constraints on the ocean-island basalt (OIB) source 12 
regions. Recent analyses of µ
182




He originating from 13 
the core-mantle boundary region reveal two distinct features: positive µ
182
W in 14 
Phanerozoic flood basalts indicating the presence of primordial reservoir, and negative 15 
µ
182
W in modern OIBs. One possibility to produce large variations in µ
182
W is interaction 16 
between the mantle and outer core. Here, we report grain boundary diffusion of W in 17 
lower mantle phases. High pressure experimental results show that grain boundary 18 
diffusion of W is fast and strongly temperature dependent. Over Earth’s history, diffusive 19 
transport of W from the core to the lowermost mantle may have led to significant 20 
modification of the W isotopic composition of the lower mantle at length scales 21 
exceeding one kilometer. Such grain boundary diffusion can lead to large variations in 22 
µ
182
W in modern basalts as a function of the distance of their source regions from the 23 
core mantle boundary. Modern oceanic island basalts from Hawaii, Samoa and Iceland 24 
exhibit negative µ
182
W and likely originated from the modified isotope region just above 25 
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the core-mantle boundary, whereas those with positive µ
182
W could be derived from the 26 
thick Large Low Shear Velocity Provinces (LLSVPs) far from the core-mantle boundary 27 
(CMB). When highly-oxidized slabs accumulate at the CMB oxidizing the outer core at 28 
the interface, a large W flux with negative µ
182
W can be added to the silicate mantle. As a 29 




1. Introduction 32 
Core formation effectively removed siderophile elements from the silicate portion of the 33 
Earth. However, it is well-known that the abundances of the highly and moderately 34 
siderophile elements (HSE and MSE) in the Earth’s mantle are considerably higher than 35 
those predicted from low pressure partitioning experiments of silicate and metallic melts. 36 
The MSE can significantly partition into silicate melt at high temperatures and pressures 37 
corresponding to the base of the magma ocean (e.g., Marthy, 1991; Righter et al., 1997; 38 
Li and Agee, 1998; Walter et al., 2000; Siebert et al., 2011), whereas metal-silicate 39 
distribution coefficients for HSE are >10
6
 at both low and high pressures (O’Neill et al., 40 
1995; Holzheid et al., 2000; Ertel et al., 2001; 2008; Righter et al., 2008; Brenan and 41 
McDonough, 2009; Mann et al., 2012). One major hypothesis to account for the high 42 
abundance of HSE in the bulk silicate Earth is a late veneer in which mantle HSE 43 
abundances were increased by the addition of primitive meteoritic material after core 44 





W isotopic system (half-life = 8.9 Myr) is a powerful tracer of 46 
the timing of core formation because tungsten (W) is moderately siderophile and hafnium 47 
(Hf) is strongly lithophile (Kleine et al., 2002). If core formation occurred within the first 48 
60 Myr of the solar system formation, the silicate mantle should be characterized by high 49 























 in parts per million derivation from the 52 
bulk silicate Earth. If core formation occurred in a short period immediately after the 53 
solar system formation, µ
182
W should be positive for the silicate mantle and negative for 54 
the core. 55 






0 (e.g., 56 
Scherstén et al., 2004). However, these data have errors that are multiple times higher 57 
than those of more precise W isotope data obtained in recent studies (Rizo et al., 2016; 58 
Mundl et al., 2017; Kruijer and Kleine, 2018), and are currently useless. Recent high 59 
precision data have shown that W isotopes of mantle-derived rocks exhibit a wide 60 
variation. Positive µ
182
W values were measured in Archean magmatic (2.8 Ga) and 61 
sedimentary rocks (3.8 Ga) (Willbold et al., 2011). Excesses in 
182
W have been 62 
interpreted as evidence that core formation occurred within the first 60 Myr of solar 63 
system history, and the decrease in µ
182
W started by the mixing of late veneer after the 64 
late heavy bombardment (Willbold et al., 2011; Dale et al., 2017). Large positive µ
182
W 65 




He (Baffin 66 
Bay and Ontong Java), suggesting long-term preservation of W isotopic signatures 67 
throughout Earth’s history (Rizo et al., 2016). In contrast, modern oceanic island basalts 68 
(OIB) from Hawaii, Samoa, and Iceland yielded negative µ
182





He (Mundl et al., 2017). These W isotopic data were interpreted 70 
as providing evidence not only for the long-term preservation of W isotope signatures but 71 





He. More recent data have shown that most of the OIB including Ontong 73 
Java have negative µ
182
W signatures (Kruijer and Kleine, 2018; Rizo et al., 2019; 74 
Mundl-Petermeier et al., 2019). 75 
Core-mantle interaction is an attractive candidate to produce the wide variation of W 76 
isotope compositions obtained from OIBs with deep origins. Rizo et al. (2019) suggested 77 
that core-mantle interaction can create a temporal shift in the 
182
W isotope composition of 78 
the mantle from Archean to the present. It has likewise been suggested that leaking of 79 
outer core materials into the mantle following core formation could contribute to the Os 80 
isotope compositions of picritic lavas from Hawaii (Brandon et al., 1998).  81 
Additionally, some possible chemical couplings have been proposed to occur at the 82 
core mantle boundary. For example, Hayden and Watson (2007) reported that the 83 
diffusion and consequent enrichment of siderophile elements along grain boundaries in 84 
periclase, one of dominant phases in the lower mantle, is a fast process. These authors 85 
noted that W mobility is especially fast, more than two orders of magnitude faster than all 86 
other HSEs except Au and sufficient for transported several tens of km over the course of 87 
Earth history. Alternatively, Otsuka and Karato (2011) demonstrated experimentally that 88 
infiltration of iron-rich melt into ferropericlase (Mg,Fe)O by morphological instability 89 
allows transport of siderophile elements of 50–100 km away from the core-mantle 90 
boundary (CMB). However, such experiments have been performed only in 91 
ferropericlase, which is only a stable phase at low pressure among the main constituent 92 
minerals of the lower mantle. To understand dynamic process in the lower mantle mostly 93 
composed of silicate minerals, it is necessary to explore the transport properties of 94 
siderophile elements in the bridgmanite stability field, because bridgmanite seems to be a 95 
stable phase at the CMB rather than post-perovskite (e.g., Hernlund et al., 2004; van der 96 
Hilst et al., 2007). Indeed, Yoshino (2019) showed that the infiltration process of 97 
iron-rich melt is different between bridgrmanite and ferropericlase, indicating that this 98 
process cannot be expected to lead to large-scale W isotope modification at the CMB. 99 
However, no experiments on grain boundary diffusion of siderophile elements in the 100 
main lower mantle phase have been reported. 101 
In this study, we experimentally determined the grain boundary diffusivities of W and 102 
Re in post-spinel (bridgmanite + ferropericlase) and bridgmanite at conditions 103 
corresponding to the uppermost part of the Earth’s lower mantle. We use the present 104 
results to ascertain whether or not W grain boundary diffusion in lower mantle silicate 105 
mineral phases can allow modification of W isotopes in the region just above the CMB. 106 
 107 
2. Experimental and analytical methods 108 
2.1. Multi-sink (detector particle) method 109 
Diffusion along grain boundaries occurs at a different rate from that within the crystalline 110 
lattice. Harrison (1961) classified three kinetic regimes for diffusion in a polycrystalline 111 
microstructure. The type A regime establishes when the lattice diffusivity (Dl) is 112 
comparable to the grain-boundary diffusivity (Dgb). In the type-B diffusion regime, Dl 113 
and Dgb are both important but concentration fields from adjacent grain boundaries do not 114 
overlap into the grains. The type C regime establishes when transport occurs in grain 115 
boundaries only (essentially no diffusion in the lattice) because Dgb is overwhelmingly 116 
larger than Dl or because the diffusant of interest is highly incompatible in the grains. 117 
To determine the grain boundary diffusion coefficient from the measured diffusion 118 
profiles, it is necessary to separate the contributions of lattice and grain boundary 119 
diffusion processes to the overall diffusion profiles of the diffusing species. For the 120 
self-diffusion from an instantaneous source in the type-B kinetics in the terminology of 121 
Harrison (1961), Suzuoka’s solutions (Suzuoka, 1961) are dependent on the value of  122 
[= (Dgb/ Dl-1)/(4Dlt)
0.5
], where  is grain boundary width, and Dgb and Dl are the grain 123 
boundary and lattice diffusion coefficients, respectively. The value of  represents the 124 
extent of the grain boundary diffusion relative to lattice diffusion. Unfortunately, there is 125 
no available Dl data for W in bridgmanite and periclase. W lattice diffusion in olivine is 126 
comparable to that of Si because of the high valence state of W (Cherniak and van Orman, 127 
2014). Thus, it is assumed that W lattice diffusion in bridgmanite is equivalent to that of 128 
Si (Yamazaki et al., 2000). Judging from the Le Claire parameter [= /(4Dlt)
0.5
] (Le 129 
Claire, 1963), the kinetic regime in which the experiments were performed corresponds 130 
to the BC transition regime (0 <  < 1). In this study, the analytical solution given by 131 
Suzuoka (1961) was used to obtain the product of grain boundary width and the 132 









,  for  > 104,  134 
because the estimated values of  in the present system exceed 104. 135 
Because grain-interior and -boundary concentrations are expected to be very low, 136 
grain boundary diffusion profiles were determined using the multi-sink (detector particle) 137 
method (Watson and Dohmen, 2010). Incompatibility of siderophile elements in silicate 138 
minerals makes it difficult to accurately determine concentrations using conventional 139 
bulk analysis methods. Therefore, the characterization of grain-boundary transport of 140 
siderophile elements in silicate minerals requires the use of a different experimental 141 
approach. Hayden and Watson (2007) used ‘source’ and ‘sink’ layers of metal to detect 142 
movement of siderophile elements through grain boundaries of MgO. In this method, the 143 
diffused flux is largely trapped by sink layers. By itself, the concentration profile 144 
obtained from the concentrations of the trapped elements in multiple-sink layers cannot 145 
yield accurate grain boundary diffusion coefficients. Rather, the diffusivities determined 146 
from the apparent diffusion profile by a simple error function solution represent 147 
minimum values because some of the diffusing source particles are ‘trapped’ upon 148 
reaching the initial Pt sink layer, and source concentrations in the more distant sinks are 149 
lower than they would be in the absence of this chemical boundary. To minimize effect of 150 
flux loss caused by trapping on the diffusion profile obtained from multi-sinks, we 151 
applied the scattered detector particle method. Implicit assumptions are as follows; 1) 152 
Scattered detector particles do not disturb the element flux through the grain boundary 153 
each other. 2) The grain boundary flux trapped in the sink is negligibly small compared 154 
with the overall flux. 3) The diffusant instantaneously diffuses into detector particle when 155 
the diffused element encounters the sink. 156 
 157 
2.2. Preparation of the starting materials 158 
Starting materials including the detector particles for diffusion experiments were 159 
synthesized prior to the start of the experiment to obtain the equilibrium microstructure, 160 
including that of the scattered detector particles. Pt was used as a sink material. Starting 161 
materials for bridgmanite and postspinel were synthetic Fe- and Al-bearing enstatite 162 
powder (Al2O3 ~4 wt%, XFe = 0.1) and San Carlos olivine powder (XFe = 0.1), respectively. 163 
Using an agate mortar and pestle, these powders were mixed with Pt particles (less than 5 164 
wt%) with grain size of 10 µm. Cell assembly for the high pressure experiments consisted 165 
of octahedrons with 14 mm edge lengths and ZrO2 insulators. LaCrO3 was used as a 166 
heater material. The powder mixture was contained in Pt capsule or Fe foil. The metal 167 
capsule was electrically insulated from the furnace by MgO spacers. Temperature was 168 
controlled with W97Re3/W75Re25 thermocouple positioned at the center of the heater. 169 
Large tungsten carbide cubes with 46 mm edge lengths were used as second stage anvil to 170 
obtain large volume sample. The truncation edge length was 6 mm. The synthesis 171 
experiments were conducted at 1873 K and 25 GPa for various annealing times (1 to 5 h) 172 
in a Kawai-type multianvil apparatus (USSA-5000) at the Institute for Planetary 173 
Materials, Okayama University. The recovered samples were confirmed to be 174 
bridgmanite and/or ferropericlase by X-ray diffraction, using a micro-beam X-ray 175 
diffractometer in reflection geometry. Grain sizes of bridgmanite and ferropericlase in 176 
post-spinel were less than 3 µm; Fe- and Al-bearing bridgmanite samples synthesized in 177 
Fe capsules exhibited smaller grain sizes (1 µm). In preparation for diffusion experiments, 178 
the recovered samples were cut into slices with 300–450 µm in thickness and 1 mm in 179 
diameter. 180 
 181 
2.3. Diffusion experiments 182 
In all experiments, disk-shape samples were sandwiched by diffusant W and Re foils 30 183 
and 25 µm in thickness, respectively. As the source elements are highly incompatible in 184 
the lattice, alloying of the source element with the initially pure Pt ‘sink’ particles is 185 
indicative of transport along grain boundaries. Samples were placed in a MgO capsule in 186 
Cr2O3 doped MgO pressure media with 10 mm edge length. The LaCrO3 furnace was 187 
surrounded by ZrO2 thermal insulator. Tungsten carbide cubes with 4 mm truncation edge 188 
length were used as a second stage anvil. Temperature was monitored by 189 
W97Re3/W75Re25 thermocouple in a position symmetrical with sample against the center 190 
position of furnace. Diffusion experiments were performed at temperatures ranging from 191 
1873 to 2173 K and 25 GPa for 20–24 h using a Kawai-type multi-anvil press. The values 192 
of Dgb should be independent of annealing duration and grain size. The short duration 193 
diffusion experiment was also performed at 2073 K and 25 GPa to examine the validity 194 
of our results. Recovered samples were sectioned perpendicular to the diffusion interface. 195 
The polished section was observed by field emission scanning electron microscope. 196 
Concentrations of W and Re in Pt sink particles were investigated by electron probe 197 
microanalyzer (EPMA) and laser ablation inductively coupled plasma-mass spectroscopy 198 
(LA-ICP-MS). Experimental results are summarized in Table 1. 199 
 200 
2.4. Measurement of W and Re concentrations in Pt sink particles 201 
The amount of Pt in the recovered samples was about 1% by volume, and most of 202 
scattered Pt sink particles were not affected by other sink particles on the diffusion path 203 
within the thickness of the sample. To satisfy assumptions for the scattered detector 204 
particle method, special attention was paid to the absence of other sink particles in the 205 
diffusion path from the source to the measured sink particles on at least a 206 
two-dimensional cross-section. No chemical zoning was observed in Pt sink particles. 207 
Lattice diffusion rates of W and Re in Pt particles are much faster than their grain 208 
boundary diffusion rates in silicate minerals. Using Re diffusion coefficient in fcc Fe-Ni 209 
alloy (Watson and Watson, 2003), the time required for homogeneity in spherical metal 210 
particle with 10 µm diameter is estimated to be less than 1 hour, which is much shorter 211 
than the total annealing time. Thus, the measured W concentrations in Pt detector 212 
particles can be considered as an equilibrium value at the local area. 213 
The chemical composition of the sink particles were firstly analyzed with a JEOL 214 
JXA-8300 electron microprobe (EPMA), by measuring the concentrations of Pt, Fe, W 215 
and Re in the sink Pt particles. Analyses were performed with a 1 µm beam at 15 kV 216 
accelerating potential and sample currents of 12 nA. K X-rays were collected through 217 
LiF crystals for Fe, Re and Pt and through PET (pentaerythritol) crystals for W. 218 
Acquisition times were 10 s for all elements. These analytical procedures resulted in 219 
detection limits on the order of 100 p.p.m. In all experiments, Re concentrations in the Pt 220 
sink were below the detection limit. In samples synthesized in Fe capsule, W 221 
concentrations in most of Pt particles except for the vicinity of W source foil were also 222 
below detection limit. Therefore, we performed laser ablation inductively coupled plasma 223 
mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS) to measure trace W and Re concentrations. After 224 
EPMA measurement, carbon coating was removed by diamond polisher for the next 225 
measurement. 226 
W and Re concentrations in Pt detector particles were re-measured using the iCAP Qc 227 
ICP-mass spectrometer installed at the University of Tokyo. The laser ablation system is 228 
based on a Ti:S femtosecond laser ablation system operating at UV 266 nm wavelength 229 
(THG). Laser spot sizes of 15 µm comparable to the Pt particle size were used with a 230 
pulse energy of 140 mJ/shot, and the repetition rate of laser-ablation was 10 Hz. Helium 231 
instead of Ar gas was flushed into the cell. Data acquisition was made using the time 232 
resolved analysis (TRA) mode. Signals were measured without any laser ablation for 233 
around 1 min to determine background intensities. Measurements were conducted on the 234 















Pt was used for the internal standardization. 236 




Pt using known Pt concentrations in each 237 
Pt particle previously determined by EPMA analysis, respectively. It is found that there is 238 




Pt determined from EPMA and 239 




Pt determined from 240 
ICP-MS is slightly lower than W/Pt obtained from EPMA. The slope is consistent with 241 




Pt. Conversely, Re concentrations in Pt particle were 242 
below the detection limit for EPMA analysis. Re concentrations were determined using 243 
the metal standard. However, uncertainties have no influence on diffusion profile analysis 244 
based on relative concentration. 245 
 246 
2.5. Oxygen fugacity calculations 247 
For postspinel samples, the oxygen fugacity (fO2) of experimental charges was estimated 248 
from Fe-FeO redox equilibria (2Fe + O2 = 2FeO). The Pt sink particles reacted with Fe in 249 
sample were used to determine the fO2 for each sample. fO2 values are calculated from. 250 
fO2 relative to the IW buffer, log fO2[IW], is given by 251 
log fO2[IW] = 2log aFeO (in fp) + 2log aFe (in Pt) 252 
where the thermodynamic activity a is defined as the molar fraction Χ times activity 253 
coefficient  aFeO in ferropericlase and aFe in platinum alloy were determined using 254 
activity-composition models by Frost (2003) and Kessel et al. (2003), respectively. 255 
 256 
3. Experimental results 257 
The microstructure of all samples is uniform and most of grains are equigranular (Fig. 258 
1a). Postspinel samples show little grain growth during diffusion experiments, whereas 259 
Al, Fe-bearing bridgmanite sample containing trace amount of stishovite exhibits 260 
significant grain growth during the diffusion experiment. The sharp boundary between 261 
diffusant metal foils and sintered samples maintained during pressurization and annealing 262 
(Fig. 1b). Most of Pt sink particles are scattered in sintered aggregates although some 263 
particles are clustered. At the boundary between the sample and the MgO capsule, it was 264 
found that Fe in the sample diffuses into MgO. Therefore, W and Re concentrations in Pt 265 
sinks near the MgO capsule were not used for diffusion analysis. 266 
Fig. 2 shows diffusion profiles obtained from W and Re concentrations in multiple- Pt 267 
sink particles in postspinel sample annealed at different temperatures for durations 268 
ranging in 2–24 h. The grain-boundary fluxes vary over several orders of magnitude 269 
among the samples. For all samples, Re (HSE) usually displayed the small grain 270 
boundary fluxes, whereas W (MSE) occasionally displayed high concentrations in Pt 271 
sinks. Low concentrations of Re in the Pt sink particles often hindered the determination 272 
of the diffusion coefficient. The experimentally produced diffusion profiles in 273 
bridgmanite aggregates even for W were also unclear because of extremely small grain 274 
boundary flux caused by its relatively large grain size. Consequently, the diffusion 275 
profiles for samples with extremely low flux could not be obtained by this method. In 276 
addition, because lattice diffusion profiles were much shorter than the average spatial 277 
distribution of Pt sink particles, it was impossible to determine lattice diffusion 278 
coefficients. 279 
Higher grain boundary flux is found in samples for the postspinel synthesized in Pt 280 
capsules producing relatively higher oxygen fugacity conditions through Fe loss into the 281 
Pt capsule. The calculated log fO2[IW] of samples synthesized in Pt capsules are around 282 
2, whereas that synthesized in Fe capsule is around -1. For the samples synthesized in Pt 283 
capsules, a thin W-oxide layer was formed at the interface between sample and W foil 284 
during the diffusion run. As shown in Fig. 3, no variation in fO2 was observed within the 285 
sample even at positions close to the W-oxide (WO3) layer, suggesting that the oxidation 286 
state of the sample was held at constant during annealing. Although a very limited 287 
distance (~a few µm) of W-oxide penetration was observed, W did not infiltrate deep into 288 
the sample along the grain boundaries as oxide state. 289 
Fig. 4 shows typical concentration profiles in a plot of ln (C) vs X
6/5
 for W and Re in 290 
Pt sinks for postspinel. Although diffusion profiles of Re concentration could not be 291 
defined clearly because of the low concentration close to the detection limit except for the 292 
experiment at 1873 K, this plot shows the linear trend for W concentration in Pt sinks. As 293 
annealing temperature increases, the slope in a plot of ln (C) vs X
6/5
 becomes gentle. 294 
Despite wide variety of the grain boundary flux and fO2, there is good reproducibility 295 
among experiments, suggesting that effect of the oxygen fugacity on the grain boundary 296 
diffusion is not large in a wider range of oxygen fugacity (log IW = -1~ +2). This 297 
observation agrees with the insensitivity of W diffusion to fO2 in San Carlos olivine 298 
(Cherniak and van Orman, 2014). The valence state of W under our experimental 299 
conditions is not clear. In silicate melts, W remains in the W
+6
 valence state down to 300 
logIW = -3.5 at low pressures, with a complete reduction to W
+4
 reached at logIW = -6 301 
with increasing pressure (O’Neill et al., 2008; Wade et al., 2013). Because oxide layer 302 
developed at the interface is composed of WO3, W
+6
 seems to be predominant species 303 
diffusing along grain boundary for the redox conditions of our experiments (logIW = 304 
–1~2). 305 
For post-spinel samples, a series of experiments annealed at different temperatures 306 
allows us to determine the temperature dependence of the grain boundary diffusion 307 
coefficients. Time series experiments conducted at 2073 K shows no significant 308 
difference in diffusion coefficients, suggesting that the measured profiles represent the 309 
same diffusion process. The diffusion coefficients were fitted with an Arrhenius equation. 310 
The grain boundary diffusion coefficients Dgb at 25 GPa are described by 311 
               
  
  
 , 312 
where the pre-exponential factor       is the standard state diffusion coefficient, H is 313 
the activation enthalpy, R is the gas constant, and T is temperature in kelvin. Based on our 314 






 and H is 493 (± 71) kJ mol-1. Errors in 315 
these estimates were determined from fitting the Arrhenius equation to the diffusion 316 
coefficients. 317 
W and Re grain boundary diffusivities of dominant lower mantle materials are shown 318 
in Fig. 5. In postspinel, the W diffusion is nearly one order of magnitude higher than that 319 
of Re. This tendency was also observed in polycrystalline MgO and the difference 320 
between two elements is distinctly larger for MgO (Hayden and Watson, 2007). The W 321 
and Re diffusion coefficients in postspinel are distinctly lower than those in MgO 322 
determined at 2.5 GPa. Although this large difference could be caused by a pressure 323 
dependence of the grain boundary diffusivity, Dgb for W in MgO aggregate is still high 324 
enough for that in postspinel even if we assume 3 cm
3・mol-1 of activation volume for 325 
Dgb of MgO. Phase boundary areas consisting of bridgmanite-ferropericlase comprise 326 
about a half of the total grain boundary areas. Thus, the effective Dgb in postspinel 327 
would be dominantly controlled by Dgb of interphase boundary between ferropericlase 328 
and bridgmanite. 329 
 330 
4. Discussion 331 
The present study demonstrates that grain boundary diffusivity in lower mantle phases 332 
composed of bridgmanite and ferropericlase are quite fast and are likely able to modify 333 
W isotope compositions at the base of the lower mantle through the addition of outer core 334 
materials over geological time scale. At the interface between molten Fe alloy and silicate 335 
mantle, W with negative µ
182
W will diffuse into mantle from the outer core. Considering 336 
the liquid state of the outer core, µ
182
W in molten Fe alloy remains constant at the side of 337 
the outer core, suggesting that the outer core maintains an ability to supply the negative 338 
µ
182
W to the base of the lower mantle. When mantle material is in equilibrium and in 339 
contact with liquid Fe at the CMB, the addition of siderophile elements to the mantle is 340 
unlikely to occur in the region just above the CMB. In this case, modification of W 341 
isotope by diffusion will proceed by isotope exchange. There is no available data on W 342 
partitioning between liquid metal and bridgmanite or ferropericlase under high pressure. 343 
If the W partitioning coefficient between silicate phase and liquid metal decreases with 344 
increasing pressure as it does between silicate and metallic melts (Cottrell et al., 2009; 345 
Wade et al., 2012; Shofner et al., 2016), W would become more lithophile under CMB 346 
conditions. The partitioning coefficients of MSE determined at high pressure have 347 
suggested that core formation occurred during a deep magma ocean event (e.g., Walter 348 
and Thibault, 1995; Li and Agee, 1996). Core forming materials equilibrated with a 349 
silicate magma at the base of magma ocean migrated rapidly to the center of the planet 350 
without significant chemical exchange with the surrounding primordial mantle 351 
(Stevenson, 1990; Rubie et al., 2003). Thus, presuming that W is more lithophile at CMB 352 
conditions, it is possible that W diffused into silicate mantle, driven by the concentration 353 
gradient at the CMB. Our results likewise suggest that grain boundary diffusion allows a 354 
large flux of W to diffuse into the postspinel phase at higher fO2. If oxidized materials 355 
reach the CMB, a large flux of W can be added into the silicate phase due to the oxidation 356 
of molten Fe alloy. This transport of W from grain boundary diffusion will effectively 357 
modify the W isotope compositions of the adjacent silicate mantle. 358 
This study demonstrates a strong temperature dependence of W grain boundary 359 
diffusion in lower mantle phase. The quite high temperatures (~4000 K) at the CMB can 360 
enhance the characteristic diffusion length (         ) of W into the silicate mantle. 361 
First, we consider that the diffusional behavior of W within the polycrystalline matrix is 362 
dominated by grain boundary diffusion. To apply the present result to the environment of 363 
the CMB, it is necessary to evaluate the influence of pressure on the characteristic 364 
diffusion length of W through the grain boundary diffusion, because pressure in our 365 
experiments (25 GPa) is significantly lower than that of the CMB (135 GPa). Although 366 




 of activation volume 367 
was assumed. As reference, ab initio calculations predict that the activation volume for Si 368 








 at 135 369 
GPa (Amman et al., 2009). The estimated Lgb over the Earth’s history exceeds 280 km 370 
even when the temperature at the top of thermal boundary layer is assumed to be 3000 K. 371 
This length is long enough to allow W isotope modification compared to the thickness of 372 
the current thermal boundary layer. 373 
Next we consider the effect of lattice diffusion on the effective diffusion length (Leff), 374 
because the CMB temperature is close to melting temperature of mantle silicates. The 375 
characteristic diffusion length in polycrystalline rocks can be estimated by the effective 376 
diffusion coefficient (Deff). The governing equation to estimate Deff of a polycrystalline 377 
material is  378 
Deff = Dl + (3/d) Dgb,  379 
where d is the grain size (Balluffi et al., 2005). Fig. 6 shows the characteristic diffusion 380 
distance of W at the CMB as a function of grain size. The characteristic distance 381 
effectively increases with decreasing grain size. Assuming that the lattice self-diffusion 382 
of W is the same as that of Si, the contribution of Dl is negligibly small at any grain size. 383 
The grain size variation of the lower mantle was estimated to be on the order of 100 µm 384 
to 1 mm (Solomatov et al., 2002). Assuming a CMB temperature of 4500 K and 1 mm 385 
grain size, the diffusing distance over the Earth’s history (4.56 Gyr) exceeds 10 km. 386 
Assuming 2 cm
3
/mol of activation volume for W grain boundary diffusion, the estimated 387 
transport distance decreases nearly one order of magnitude, but is still on the order of one 388 
kilometer. The residence time of the subducted slab at the CMB is assumed to be on the 389 
order of 100 My during a single mantle convection cycle. The grain size of the subducted 390 
slab could be smaller because of extremely sluggish grain growth of postspinel 391 
(Yamazaki et al., 1996). For a 10 µm grain size, W can effectively diffuse more than one 392 
hundred meters into the silicate mantle. Consequently, grain-boundary diffusion of W is 393 
fast enough to allow significant core–mantle interaction. 394 
Mixing of core material with negative µ
182
W back into the mantle by diffusion could 395 
also decrease the µ
182
W of the mantle. At present, such a process might be detected in 396 
negative µ
182
W of magmatic products from mantle plumes. In many cases, plumes are 397 
probably sourced from the CMB, where they can potentially inherit chemical and isotopic 398 
signatures from the outer core. The present W grain boundary diffusion data can account 399 
for origin of heterogeneity µ
182
W of modern basalts with primordial deep mantle origin 400 




He. W isotope data from the young flood basalts shows μ
182
W 401 
excesses of 10 to 48 ppm, suggesting that remnants of Earth’s earliest mantle are 402 
preserved over the Earth’s history (Rizo et al., 2016). While, these isotope variations can 403 
potentially be caused by nuclear shift isotope fractionation affecting primarily the odd 404 
isotope (
183
W) (Kruijer and Kleine, 2018), this excess 
182
W has generally been 405 
hypothesized to be established by a metal segregation event that occurred early in Earth 406 
history. This hypothesis also implies that the strongly 
182
W-depleted outer core must be 407 
present as a counterpart to the 
182
W-enriched silicate mantle. One candidate for the 408 
mantle source reservoir of the Phanerozoic flood basalts is the large low shear velocity 409 
provinces (LLSVPs) located above the CMB. This relatively dense region of roughly 200 410 
km thickness may survive as a gravitationally stable layer separate from the convective 411 
mantle (Garnero and McNamara, 2008). If the source region of mantle plumes that 412 
formed the Phanerozoic flood basalts is the top region of the LLSVPs or more than 100 413 
km away from the CMB, the influence of grain boundary diffusion of depleted 
182
W from 414 
the outer core would not appear. 415 
In contrast most of the modern OIBs collected from Samoa, Hawaii, Iceland, Réunion 416 
and Kerguelen yield negative µ
182
W anomaly (Mundl et al., 2017; Rizo et al., 2019). One 417 
possibility is that these signatures represent a lowering of µ
182
W over the course of Earth 418 
history. The present study demonstrates that source regions close to the CMB can 419 
produce negative µ
182
W signatures by grain boundary diffusion of depleted 
182
W even if 420 
the primordial mantle reservoir initially contains a large positive µ
182
W anomaly. The W 421 
concentrations in the OIBs with negative µ
182
W are found to be higher values with wide 422 
variation compared to those in the OIBs with positive µ
182
W (Supplementary Fig. S2), 423 
suggesting an addition of W from the outer core to the base of the mantle possibly 424 
through grain boundary diffusion. However, Mundl et al. (2017) reported no correlation 425 
between concentration of HSEs and µ
182
W, which is incompatible with significant 426 
addition of core material to the base of the mantle. With the exception of W, which 427 
exhibits more lithophile characteristics at high pressure, the partitioning of HSEs between 428 
metal and silicate would not allow a large diffusive flux of HSEs to the silicate mantle 429 
(Cottrell et al., 2009; Shofner et al., 2016). Alternatively, the different chemical 430 
signatures between HSEs and W may indicate that these elements are decoupled from 431 
each other. This decoupling can be explained by distinctly slower grain boundary 432 
diffusion of HSEs compared to W (Hayden and Watson, 2007). In summary, the grain 433 
boundary diffusion of HSEs into the silicate mantle would not contribute to HSEs 434 
abundance in the Earth’s mantle. 435 
Basaltic lavas from the Hawaiian and Samoan OIB hot spots exhibit a wide range of 436 
chemical and isotopic compositions that have hypothesized to indicate components of 437 
ancient recycled crustal materials (e.g., Jackson et al., 2007; White, 2010). The sources of 438 
OIBs contain near-surface material recycled by plate tectonics into the deep mantle. For 439 
example, the higher fO2 value relative to the QFM buffer inferred for the mantle sources 440 
of the Mauna Kea samples could reflect that recycled plume components are more 441 
oxidized than average mantle materials (Brounce et al., 2017). Compared with the other 442 
siderophile elements, W preferentially partitions into silicate phase with increasing 443 
oxygen fugacity (Righter et al., 1997). If the highly-oxidized descending slab sinks to the 444 
CMB, the source of OIBs with negative µ
182
W characterized by relatively higher W 445 
concentration can be modified by addition of relatively large flux of W to the oxidized 446 
recycled oceanic lithosphere. Because the grain size of the sinking slab is expected to be 447 
very small (~10 µm) (Yamazaki et al., 1996), the effective diffusion length would be 448 
larger. In summary, the W grain boundary diffusion process across the CMB can generate 449 
a large variation of µ
182
W in the Phanerozoic flood basalts and some modern OIBs as a 450 
function of distance of the source regions from the CMB (Fig. 7). 451 
A main difference between the OIBs with negative µ
182
W and hot spots showing 452 
normal µ
182
W is that the former lie above the ultra-low velocity zones (ULVZs) 453 
characterized by thin (~10 km) layer located just above the CMB, where P- and S-wave 454 
velocities are reduced by 10% or more (Williams and Garnero, 1996; Rost et al., 2005). If 455 
this material remains stable at the CMB, the ULVZs have been considered as an 456 
alternative candidate for the primordial mantle reservoir (Mundl et al., 2017). The height 457 
of ULVZs is comparable to the characteristic diffusion distance of W for whole Earth’s 458 
history (Fig. 6). The seismic signature of ULVZs has been explained by the presence of 459 
iron-rich silicate melt
 
(Williams and Garnero, 1996) or Fe-rich ferropericlase or 460 
bridgmanite (Mao et al., 2006; Wicks et al., 2010). In either case, W diffusivity with the 461 
ULVZs is likely to be faster than that in postspinel. Dense ULVZ materials just above the 462 
CMB would be effectively swept toward local upwelling region along the edges of 463 
LLSVPs, which are primordial reservoirs (Garnero and McNamara, 2008). Mixing with 464 
ambient mantle characterized by normal W isotopes during the mantle upwelling would 465 
produce variations in µ
182
W in some modern OIBs. 466 
 467 
5. Conclusions 468 
Results presented here demonstrate that W grain boundary diffusion in postspinel 469 
composed of bridgmanite and ferropericlase is quite fast. Grain boundary diffusion of W 470 
is faster than that of the highly siderophile elements and is faster in postspinel than in 471 
bridgmanite. Under oxidized condition, W exhibits more lithophile behavior and a large 472 
W flux can diffuse into the silicate phase. Since rate of W grain boundary diffusion 473 
exhibits a strong temperature dependence (H = 493 kJ/mol), extrapolation of our data to 474 
CMB temperature suggests that W may diffuse into silicate mantle for considerable 475 
distances, allowing for significant modification of W isotope signatures in OIBs sourced 476 
from the CMB region. Large variations of µ
182
W (+48~-18) have been reported for some 477 
Phanerozoic and modern basalts (Rizo et al., 2016; Mundl et al., 2017). Grain boundary 478 
diffusion can lead to the generation of such large variations in µ
182
W in modern OIBs as a 479 
function of distance of their source regions from the CMB. More recently, W isotope 480 
study using MC-ICPMS by Kruijer and Kleine (2018) demonstrated that there is no 
182
W 481 
excess in rocks from the Ontong Java Plateau, suggesting no presence of long-term 482 
preservation of W in the lower mantle. However, the lowering µ
182
W by grain boundary 483 
diffusion presented in this study can still account for geochemical signature with negative 484 
µ
182
W observed in some OIBs. If the highly-oxidized slab accumulated at the CMB 485 
effectively oxidizes the outer core at the interface, it is expected that a large W flux with 486 
negative µ
182
W will be added to the silicate mantle. The core-mantle interaction can 487 
readily account for depletions of 
182
W in the Hawaiian and Samoan OIBs, which exhibit 488 
geochemical signature of recycle components, implying that these 
182
W deficits do not 489 
require the preservation of early mantle heterogeneities that have been generated prior to 490 
the Moon-forming impact. Rather diffusive interactions between the Earth’s core and 491 
mantle would supply constantly negative µ
182
W to the OIB source region throughout the 492 
Earth’s history. Future studies should ideally be accompanied by coupled investigations 493 





to further constrain core-mantle interaction. 495 
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  653 
Table 1. Summary of runs  654 
Run # T P t diffusant capsule d LogDgb  655 






5K2829 1600 25 23.5 W Pt 1.8 -20.33 (+0.04, -0.04) 658 
    Re   -21.25 (+0.10, -0.11) 659 
5K2854 1700 25 23.5 W Fe 1.1 -19.69 (+0.06, -0.07) 660 
     Re   n.d. 661 
5K2834 1800 25 24 W Pt 2.3 -19.33 (+0.06, -0.06) 662 
    Re   n.d. 663 
1K2960 1800 25 2 W Pt 5.2 -19.09 (+0.18, -0.24) 664 
     Re   n.d. 665 
5K2839 1900 25 20 W Pt 3.0 -18.32 (+0.13, -0.18) 666 
    Re   n.d. 667 
Al-bearing bridgmanite 668 
5K2832 1800 25 24 W Fe 7.2 n.d. 669 
     Re   n.d. 670 
  671 
Figure captions 672 
 673 
Fig. 1. Back-scattered electron images of the recovered sample (5K2839). (a) Postspinel 674 
with the Pt detector particles are sandwiched by W and Re diffusants. (b) Microstructure 675 
of postspinel showing equigranular texture. 676 
 677 
Fig. 2. Logarithmic concentration (C) profiles of W and Re in Pt sink particles in 678 
postspinel at 1873 K (a), 1973 K (b), 2073 K (c), 2173 K (d) and bridgmanite aggregate 679 
at 2073 K (e) as a function of distance. Blue circles and red squares represent the 680 
concentration profiles of W and Re, respectively. 681 
 682 
Fig. 3. Log fO2 profiles in postspinel as a function of distance from W foil. 683 
 684 
Fig. 4. Natural logarithmic concentration (C) profiles of W (a) and Re (b) in Pt sink 685 




) for type-B grain boundary diffusion in postspinel. 686 
Bluish and orangish colored symbols represent the concentration profiles of W and Re, 687 
respectively. The profile shows a linear trend in this plot, suggesting validity of applying 688 
to type B kinetics. The slope corresponding to Dgb systematically increases with 689 
decreasing temperature. Ln(C) data below 10
-9
 were not included for linear fitting. Re 690 
concentration profiles obtained at 1973, 2073 and 2173K yield no linear trend, because of 691 
its small concentration near or below the detection limit. 692 
 693 
Fig. 5. W and Re grain boundary diffusion coefficients as a function of reciprocal 694 
temperature. A grain boundary width of 1 nm was assumed in calculating W and Re Dgb. 695 
Circle and square symbols represent grain boundary diffusion coefficients of W and Re, 696 
respectively. The slope of the regression lines for W yields an activation energy at 25 697 
GPa of 493 kJ mol
-1
. Data for W and Re Dgb in MgO at 2.5 GPa are from Hayden and 698 
Watson (2008). 699 
 700 
Fig. 6. Effect of the grain size on the tungsten effective diffusion, Deff, for a 701 
polycrystalline aggregate of postspinel composed of bridgmanite and ferropericlase. Red 702 
and blue solid lines represent the characteristic length for the effective diffusion 703 
(        ) without consideration of pressure effect on Dgb for 4.5 Gy at 4500 K and for 704 
100 My at 4000 K, respectively. The dashed lines indicate the results of calculations if 705 




. Light blue and green areas represent 706 
the typical thickness of LLSVPs and ULVZ, respectively. Light orange and light green 707 
areas correspond to the grain size predicted for the average lower mantle and subducted 708 
slab, respectively (Solomatov et al., 2002). The grain boundary width was assumed to be 709 
1 nm. 710 
 711 
Fig. 7. Schematic drawing of W isotope modification through grain boundary diffusion at 712 
the core-mantle boundary (CMB). LLSVPs retains the primordial positive µ
182
W formed 713 
by core formation. The source region of the Phanerozoic Ontong Java and Baffin Bay 714 
basalts with positive µ
182
W are far from the CMB. The source region of the Hawaiian and 715 
Samoan basalts with negative µ
182
W is located just above the ultra-low velocity zone 716 
(ULVZ), which is close to the CMB. Relatively high W concentrations in the Samoan 717 
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